Properties of deep spinothalamic tract cells in the rat, with special reference to ventromedial zone of lumbar dorsal horn.
Spinothalamic tract cells lying at the base of the dorsal horn or in deeper areas were identified in the rat at the lumbar spinal cord level by injecting horseradish peroxidase or stimulating posterior thalamic areas. Two groups of neurons were delineated; each constituted a homogeneous population of cells in terms of electrophysiological properties. Ventromedial dorsal horn cells lay at the base of the dorsal horn in its most medial aspect. They constitute a densely packed formation, which in the rat's ascending pathway system is restricted to the spinothalamic tract. Their main characteristics were a) ongoing activity, which consisted of small groups of spikes occurring at regular intervals, with a maximal discharge during ankle extension; b) unilateral receptive fields, which were restricted to the distal parts of the limb and involved both proprioceptive (ankle, joint digits) and exteroceptive (foot skin) structures; c) input of innocuous origin (midrange articular movement, touch, pressure) that was excitatory and input of noxious cutaneous origin (radiant heat) that was inhibitory; the same areas of foot skin were thus potentially either excitatory or inhibitory, depending on the nature of the stimulus applied; d) ankle flexion could differentially modulate both ongoing activity and excitatory responses from distal parts of the limb, inhibiting the former and potentiating the latter. In consequence, the ability of these cells to be driven by both proprioceptive and cutaneous inputs from limb extremities as well as by interactions of these inputs would appear to be very favorable for informing the central nervous system about limb position in both passive postural changes and the step cycle. It is suggested that they supply the thalamus with integrated information about locomotion. Lamina VII cells also constituted a subpopulation of neurons with very homogeneous electrophysiological properties. They were characterized by widespread inhibitory receptive fields, possibly spanning both hindlimbs and the ipsilateral forelimb. Inhibition was most effective when the stimulus (pressure, pinch) was intense and applied to proximal parts of the hindlimb. Ongoing activity consisted of spikes set at regular intervals and sometimes related to midrange movements of the knee. Although the significance of the widespread inhibitory receptive fields remains unclear, it has been suggested that these neurons are involved in the transmission of proprioceptive information.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)